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s warmer weather breezes through
Montana in May, people of Missoula
I
A . put away skis and snow shovels in
exchange for bicycles and gardening hoes.
Cyclists, tennis players, joggers, softball play
ers, and walkers dot the streets and parks
throughout town.
As I walk through the streets of Missoula,
I admire leaf canopies and flower beds with
an appreciation forgotten over the long
months of winter. But, to be honest, I have
been waiting for spring for a long time now.
While friends were still enthusiastic over win
ter, I was merely going through the motions.
I enjoy winter, don't get me wrong, but I adore
spring.
Spring weather drastically changes life
around Missoula. Water temperatures begin
to rise, insects begin to hatch, birds to return,
and fish begin to resurface in our rivers. Fish
ermen, birders, and kayakers appear in force
as temperatures rise. Osprey, Great Blue her
ons, and Canada geese are among the dozens
of species to storm Missoula's rivers. Divine.
During the first bout of warm weather in
early May, I donned neoprine waders over
heavy layers of long underwear, eager for a
day's float on the Bitterroot. Although my
companions were avid fishermen, I was con
tent to learn how to row the oar rig while they
fished. I envisioned manouevering the boat
adjacent to deep holes and shallow riffles. I'd
spot waterfowl simultaneoulsy. They would
love having me along.
"Sarah, let me just tell you that you need
to point the front of the boat at what you want
to avoid, and then pull away with the oars."
And then, " Sarah, you have to go forward
down the river, not backward." And then,
"Sarah, you really need to pull with the oars,
not push." Okay! I mean, really, who knew?
After some time (it seemed like hours), I
was relieved of my duties. "You, uh, want to
fish some, Sarah?" Frustrated, with sore
palms, I returned to the back of the boat to
think. Point to what you want to avoid, and
then pull away. I watched my friend move
2
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the boat along the river. Sure enough, he'd
point to a hazard, pull away, and we'd ease
around the river's bend in the current.
I was bewildered —why couldn't I figure
out how the boat moved in the water? In my
next turn (yes, they gave me another), I sat
facing downriver, oars in hand, and thought,
"Okay, now, orient yourself first." I experi
mented with the oars and rethought how the
boat moved in the water. Bingo, I got it. I'd
be a rowing star yet.
O rientation is, in essence, what this
spring issue of Camas is all about. Reconsid
ering familiar topics (mating, birth, garden
ing) in a new light. Our authors have written
thought-provoking pieces on a number of is
sues, many of which you have probably con
sidered, but perhaps not from the same per
spective.
Terry Ryan's feature, "O f Birds and
Men," considers the effect of human devel
opment of open space on birds, migratory and
resident. Many people assume birds are not
as affected as wildlife by human expansion,
but Terry shows us that that may not be true.
Dorothy Hinshaw Patent reflects on the inva
sion of knapweed from a personal perspec
tive, rather than from a biological one. Brian
Glaspell's piece, "Restoration," looks at the reintroduction of the black-footed ferret from a
unique angle: as a friend to someone who
works as an electro-ejaculator of captive ferrets
in order to perpetuate the species. Finally,
Roger Poirier's essay, "U ncle Jam es," de
scribes his childhood education on his uncle's
farm. Roger's uncle suffered from Tourette's
syndrome and, consequently, taught Roger far
more than he could have anticipated.
Most of all, this issue of Camas provides
thought-provoking reading while considering
classic spring themes. I hope you disagree
with, agree with, appreciate, or despise what
the authors have to say. Moreover, the Camas
staff would love to hear what you have to say.
Write to us and let you know what you think.
'Til then, enjoy the spring, and maybe I'll see
you on the river.
Camas Spring 1999
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H uckleberry W hine

Huckleberry Whine is back with the inclusion o f the following letter. Thanks to Leslie for writing.
•k

"k

ie

ie

Dear Camas Staff—
I wanted to let you know how much I enjoyed reading the Winter '99 Camas you sent.
How good the writing is! I especially liked The Poison Wait. And I think the news is a good
idea —those of us who are far away and miss Montana need ways to keep in touch with the
area's news. There was only one poem, I think? Please let me put in my vote for more poetry.
Missed old Dave Thomas, who used to contribute regularly.
It is inspiring to see what you're up to! And how fine the writing is. Please sign me up
for a year.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Leslie Ryan

Photo by Allen Hay

Dear Leslie —
We loved hearing from you. Thank you for your kind letter.
We appreciate your vote for more poetry and will see if u>e can include more for the summer issue.
Hope you enjoy Terry's poem this time around.
Thanks again fo r writing. Please keep in touch.
Sincerely,
The Camas Staff

Camas Spring 1999
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R e f l e c t io n s

The Meadow Path
by Dorothy Hinshaw Patent

1990

I

walk along the faint game trail across
the meadow near our home, visiting my
special place. Here, clusters of pussy toes
cling to the earth, fuzzy pink flowers living
their name. A lone ponderosa soaks up sun
shine, purple-blue larkspur hugging its base.
Spiky tall grass, golden um brils of
bisquitroot—all are jumbled together in joy
ous anarchy. Delicate heads of death camas
dot the background, joined by lilac crowns of
wild hyacinth. I inhale deeply, filling my
lungs with sweet, wild air.
Elk once grazed here, before we built
our home. But the last elk sighting was years
ago when a neighbor glimpsed a big bull run
ning full tilt into the woods. That was before
every lot up here held a house. Once coyotes
serenaded us at night and barked a warning
if we came too close to their den. Then horse
and dog lovers discovered the mountain, and
the knapweed began to spread.

1992
I don't like wearing shorts when I walk
on the meadow, despite the heat. The tough
knapweed stalks along the narrow path claw
at my legs, leaving coarse white marks. Where
once pussy toes reigned, now a few scraggly
clumps of grass struggle against the knap
weed, bare inches of brown soil between them.
A sign at the gate warns me that the meadow
will be sprayed with Tor don to kill the knap
weed. This chemical can't harm humans or
animals, the sign says. Then why do they
warn me?
When I call the Forest Service, I'm as
sured that Tor don has no effect on humans or
pets. It only kills broad-leaved plants. Of
course, this means the wild flowers will be hit,
too, but I'm told they will come back faster
than the knapweed. And without knapweed,
the grasses will thrive once more.
4
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I hang up the phone wondering which is
worse, knapweed or Tordon? I don't protest
the spraying.

1995
Years have passed since the coyotes sang.
As I stroll along the now wider path, my feet
kick up dust. The bright green and bronze
grasses undulate gracefully in the sunlight,
and small bunch grasses grow in the brown
soil of my favorite place, no pussy toes to keep
them company. I notice a lone lupine or a
solitary stalk of larkspur peeking through the
grass here and there, along with some knap
weed sprouts.

1999
The bluebirds flash in the spring sun
shine, and a meadowlark perched on a young
ponderosa belts out his song. I walk across
the meadow along a new path that's devel
oping next to the old one, which has been
worn deep into the ground by human feet and
horse shoes. The small bunch grasses are just
beginning to rally forth; no sign of wild flow
ers. The resurging knapweed is sprouting rich
green shoots, many more this year than last.
I look ahead at the newly forming trail,
then down at my feet. I lift my right foot, peek
underneath and see one small pussy toes
sprout, crushed by my weight. I reach down
and try to straighten it, but the stalk has
snapped. Its tiny young leaves are already
wilting.
Dorothy Hinshaw Patent, a local Missoula resident, is the
author o f numerous children's books. Her most recent
works include: Fire: Friend or Foe and Homesteading,
the Settling of America.
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Wild Raspberries
by Erin Ebersberger

■

Photo by Allen Hay

dam's raspberry patch has run wild;
pushing its imaginary boundaries
like floodwater, sending out finger
like shoots, reaching up toward the house.
The plants intertwine tightly, tangling so
gracefully they become a single entity, one un
tamed and extravagant individual.
I am pruning this raspberry patch in
Adam's backyard, not far from the north shore
of Flathead Lake. He is with me. We labor
silently in this old garden of raspberry bushes
shining in the early spring sun. We are prun
ing, clearing, and straightening this plot that
has not felt the tear of gardening tools for

Camas
Spring 1999
Published
by ScholarWorks
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years. I work without thinking, lose myself
in the rhythm of toil. Quickly, I become
obsessed.
Grasping my red-handled pruners in one
hand, I grab hold of a skeleton stalk and crack
it from its root. I pull the cane free from the
grip of its neighbor's vines and huck it onto
the burn pile; the action addicts me in brain
and body.
"Hey Erin, let's take a break and go for a
walk by the river," Adam suggests. "No, not
yet," I answer, "I need to work on this." Adam
decides to continue, and deems it time to break
out the weed whacker.
I stop to stretch for a moment, pic
turing the finished garden in my mind.
I see myself walking down a mossy
path betw een rows of red berries
drooping on their vines. I am gather
ing them efficiently in a bowl for a cob
bler or a tart.
That night I lie in bed, hands sting
ing and throbbing with lodged rasp
berry thorns, and I imagine the patch
left to its own devices. The bushes are
so overgrown that I must get on my
hands and knees and crawl into the
bramble to reach the ruby fruits hiding
within. I must move carefully, dodg
ing thorns. Inside the raspberry patch
I find secret hollows and spaces. I see
lady bugs, gossamer threads, wild
flowers. Perhaps farther in there I will
find an undiscovered pond full of tad
poles and newts, or an antique teacup
half buried, or a mushroom fairy ring.
As I drift to sleep, tangled in
Adam's arms, I vow to leave a section
of this raspberry patch wild.
Erin Ebersberger, an Environmental Studies
graduate student, spends her free time baking,
storytelling, and gardening. She recently moved
to Big Fork, Montana.
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Bob
by Rachel Wray

M

ost days, he just waves. He passes
the glass storefront where I work,
his head already cocked in saluta
tion, his arm guided by a burning cigarette
held casually in his hand. The orange arcs, fall
ing down in the same trajectory only after I
return his wave and his grin. And he shuffles
on, slowly. Doing laps on the downtown
streets. HeTl pass again in a few hours. I know
his routine well. He's been waving to me since
last fall.
Sometimes, though, when he sees I have
no customers, he enters the store. "Hi Bob!" I
say brightly. I know his name is Bob because
it's stitched on his jacket. "Hey der, kid," he
gruffs, the air gnawing its way out of his
smoky lungs. His voice reminds me of some
one with a tracheotomy: hoarse and worn and
tortured. His skin looks the way his voice
sounds. He asks me questions —what am I
studying? where am I from? More than once
he's asked if I'm married. "Nope," I smile.
"Why not?" he wonders. "I'm too young to
get married," I answer agreeably. "How old
are you?" the words come out in staccato
breaths. "Twenty-four." He nods slowly,
perhaps remembering his own twenty-fourth
year. He doesn't argue. I don't ask if he's
married. He's at least 70 years and looks
older —and I figure if he wants me to know,
he'll tell me. I'm not about to interrogate an
old man.
He tells me other stuff. In January, he
practically danced into the store. He was tak
ing the bus to Butte to visit an old army buddy,
a fellow Moose. He hadn't taken a trip in
years, he said. Years! Another time, he de
scribed with unexpected candor a bout with
an intestinal sickness. "I musta went to the
john nine times last night," he began. I was
surprised and sympathetic and uncomfort
able. I want him to have someone else, some
one better than me, to share his highs and lows
with, someone to fetch the Pepto-Bismol in the
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/camas/vol3/iss1/1
6

middle of the night.
Later in the winter, his mom got sick, his
"mudda," he calls her. "She's 95," he croaked.
"She been in 'da hospital about a week now.
I was up to see her dis morning." I don't know
what to say. At 95, and at whatever age he is,
the banalities like "everything will be okay"
don't hold much water. He nods as if he
knows that, as if he already knows full well
how little solace can be found in meaningless
pleasantries and long goodbyes. I watch him
as he leaves the store and picks up the ciga
rette left smoldering on the window ledge.
A few days pass, a w eek... and no Bob. I
show up to work each day, going about my
duties, one eye turned to the wall of windows.
I find myself waving to anyone resembling
Bob—bent-over men who must think I'm the
friendliest gal in town. I hate myself for won
dering if I should scan the obituaries. I hate
myself for trying to guess at his lifetime of
heartaches and loss. Who am I to speculate
on his capacity for joy? Who am I to assume
his needs are the same as mine?
And then I see him.
It's the first real day of spring we've had.
Everything and everyone seems alive and bril
liant, including Bob. The sunlight glints off
his shiny blue jacket and dark, thick glasses.
He is peddling a bike, an old green cruiser,
and as he glides by the window, his head turns
toward me. He smiles a gummy, radiantly
happy smile. He lifts his hand. It grips his
cigarette, and I see the lit tip swing into the
air before he coasts through a green light and
on down the street.
Rachel Wray, former Camas Editor, lives and works in
Eugene, Oregon. Rachel recently completed her Master's
Thesis on river restoration.
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May Day
by Tiffany Trent

B

Photo by Allen Hay

ayle was getting married in a few
days. Though I barely knew her, I
had been invited to a Blessing Way
that was to be held in her honor by a women's
circle I attended. As I entered the house where
our circle usually met, I carried a single feather
from a blue-and-gold macaw. One of the
women had brought an ivy wreath, and as we
passed it around the circle, each of us wove
our special object into it. Some wove shells,
some herbs —rosemary, sweet woodruff,
tansy. And as each woman wove, she spoke
of what the object meant to her, what it might
mean for Gayle's pending marriage. When it
came to me, I placed the feather in the wreath,
turning it a little so the blue threw off irides
cent light. "For fidelity, because macaws mate
for life," I said, then passed it on.

8
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When it came to the last woman of the
circle, she took several dried roses, winding
them through the wreath's edges. "These are
roses from Beltane." She did not need to say
more.
Beltane is an ancient Celtic name for the
pagan festival of May Day. Each year on the
first of May, Celtic peoples erected a Maypole,
usually woven with red and white streamers,
and danced around it in celebration. The
Maypole represented the fructifying powers
of the male in conjunction with the life-giv
ing powers of the female earth into which it
was placed. Red and white were traditional
colors of the Goddess and God, and as people
danced around the Maypole, they wound the
streamers around one another until they ap
peared as one. At night, the Beltane fires
would be lit all along the hills, and men and
women danced and made love around those
fires. Beltane was a celebration of the fertile
power of the Earth Mother in the embrace
of her consort, the Horned God, and was
often presided over by a village woman who
had been elected May Queen for that year.
It was a day when sexual love was cherished
and exalted. It recognized the movement
of the seasons from the first tender openings
of spring to the ripening of summer. May
Day was a festival of hope, of creation, of
ecstasy.
When we passed the wreath to Gayle,
her round face was reddened with her at
tempts to hold back tears. She held the circle
of ivy delicately, and I watched how her fin
gers cradled it. She looked like the rosy
Queen of May herself, and I was sure she'd
make a beautiful bride. As she spoke, the
odor of sage and roses encircled us.
Tiffany Trent is a graduate student in the
Environmental Studies and English Departments at the
University o f Montana.
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Essay

Uncle James
by Roger Poirier
■ ^ riends and I use big blue plastic barrels caked
r H with grime to transport old coffee grounds from
JL
local shops to the community gardens, where
last autumn's pumpkins lie entwined with sunflower
stalks, carrots, and straw in steaming piles. The cof
fee grounds with eggshells and pastry scraps are
dumped into heaps, which will later help the gardens
flourish. We count to three and heave full barrels into
an old white Chevy pickup. Its tailgate has never
closed properly. At times we've lost barrels to bumps
in the roads. We entertain the locals standing on the
street corners when we shovel frantically in busy in
tersections. Spills in the ribs of the truck bed look
like perfectly cultivated rows of earth—drawn lines
of clay and loam reminiscent of those I helped shape
at my Uncle James' farm when I was growing up.
These vivid remembrances and stories of the farm
and my uncle's struggles keep me working in the gar
dens. To me, the piles of brown, chocolatey grounds
smell ripe with promise.
It was my Uncle James on my father's side who
introduced me to the world of agriculture and the
fecund smells of compost. His fifty acres of forest
and fields were large enough to escape into for an
entire summer. My father and I would drive there
after school and on most weekends. In exactly a halfhour, my mind would abandon my overdue math
homework and focus on how the river was fishing or
if my two cousins, Jason and Todd, somehow had
beaten me to riding the horses for the day. James
had acquired the farm through marriage, and because
most of the land went unused for many seasons, it
became a playground for the kids in the family. Al
though James stopped selling produce to the public,
the main barn and its steel roof still held a well-faded
sign advertising in fancy script: Farm Fresh Veg
etables. The barns were loaded with junk: old furni
ture, refrigerators, bicycles, and clothes. The build
ings sheltered enough cats to make even the fastest
rats terrified. Garden tools, rusty plow attachments,
baling twine and sweet alfalfa hay were all housed in
the north barn close to the house.
Camas
Springat 1999
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I spent most of my time in the
horse shed, which always leaked when
summer storms rolled in. It was no
more than a shed, enough room to
sleep and brush our bay quarter and
two rough ponies —one a skittish
chestnut roan, the other a gray mare
we called Fats, aptly named by all mea
surements. She sent me sailing off the
saddle blanket all summer. A sandy
road emerged from behind the stall
and led down to where my cousins
and I would take the ponies to a full
gallop through the ragweed, fluster
ing swallowtails, and mourning cloaks
soaring near a rusted-through Interna
tional one-ton. The road faded into
two dirt paths that strayed through a
wooded opening to a clearing measur
ing exactly twenty seconds long if we
rode full speed on the mares. Our hats
would zip off and our eyes would fill
with mosquitoes and gnats. Tall ce
dars and maples guarded the meadow,
a site for weekend picnics and fullmoon Capture-the-Flag games. The
river ran just west of the grass and lit
tered the beach with rotten logs and
runoff remnants. At night we would
build bonfires to the sky and sit around
with our legs tucked under out shirts
to escape the mosquitoes. It was a per
fect summer ritual.
But with the play came discipline
and learning. There was something
more to the visits than just riding
horses and turning soil. There were
certain rules and responsibilities on the
farm I had to own up to, and they were
different from those of the suburbs,
where I lived at the time. My uncle
would send the three of us down to
9
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There were times I'd walk to the house with my back bent
from shoveling horse shit all afternoon in the stench of urine
on a ninety-degree day.
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eyes while he stood on the porch. He had spent
enough time around horses to know if I was doing
things right just by the way Fats looked at him.
And there were times when he saw my anger,
and often it was easy to get mad at him. Our bay
horse was named Jenny, but James and the boys of

Photo by Jeremy Puckett

the oval- shaped fields to pick corn in
the noon heat. Wearing old shirts and
sandals, we'd pick sweet, luscious
ears, with grasshoppers and bean bugs
buzzing around us. There were times
I'd walk to the house with my back
bent from shoveling horse shit all af
ternoon in the stench of urine on a
ninety-degree day. Jam es would
stroke his facial scruff with his fore
finger and thumb and laugh and grin.
I'd scratch my welts and scrunch my
face. "It's a lesson of work that comes
with the beauty of living in a place like
this," he would say.
James grew rich red tomatoes and
strawberries for 4thof July picnics, but
it seemed he grew poison ivy the best.
I can't remember a time I didn't scratch
for days after leaving. But in late sum
mer and autumn, I would lose myself
lying among the rows of yellow and
red petals in the fields. When the
nights cooled down, I would nest with
the pumpkins, their vines threading
my arms with green, and then run
down to the river, plug my nose,
plunge, and take a brisk wash before
the red sun gave way to stars.
I knew my uncle best when he
was in his late forties, laid off from his
job and trying to get back into work
ing the land and raising his two sons.
Occasionally he was abrasive and of
ten I only had one chance to do things
right. Trying to harness up the ponies
one day, with Fats nudging me and
buckling at the leather and steel, I
could hear my uncle warn, "If you let
her run once, Rog, you may as well
shoot her." Drawing off his cigarette,
he watched over me with still, sharp

ten called her Vicki. "Vicki's a better name," he said
as he would turn to his sons and smirk. She was liv
ing in their barn - they could call her anything they
wanted to. It frustrated my father and me. James
cawed like a crow while he jerked his rough silver
cheeks against his shoulder and laughed. "Don't hold
Camas Spring 1999
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He taught me how to catch nightcrawlers in the watered-down
front lawns of the house, while my father and mother spent
their last time together in a courtroom.
grudges, they're not worth it," he said. "Deal with it
and move on - there's no time to stay mad. And Vicki
will like you more."
He did have calm and patient times, though, and
I remember those most. In the bitter year of my par
ents' divorce, he guided me through times not meant

for children to witness. He taught me how to catch
nightcrawlers in the watered-down front lawns of the
house, while my father and mother spent their last
time together in a courtroom. Sporting his navy work
pants and red suspenders, he would crouch on the
wet grass and grin, calling out to the worms as if he
Spring
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had a present for them. James was
consumed with wrestling the worms,
and stretching their long bodies from
pocketed holes in the grass. I couldn't
match his enthusiasm.
On those nights when his worm
can was full and alive, James taught
me to see how fortunate I was for the
support and opportunities that sur
rounded me. He wanted me to show
a respect for others and their decisions
as well. "It's your prerogative," he
would always say. "W e all have to
make choices." His was a respect for
places and people and the stories they
share and hold sacred, and a respect
for family —about sticking together.
It's all we have sometimes. I think it
was a respect he rarely received.
When he was in second or third
grade, James had developed Tourette's
syndrome, a neurological disorder.
Back then, the doctors had no idea
what he had —maybe he was just a
child trying to get attention. Tourette's
affects the face and body. He grunted
and shouted spontaneously, often
swearing. His body jerked in random
tics and his nerves could not be con
trolled; he couldn't sit still.
His early teachers would send
him into the classroom corner for days
on end. To them, he was a showman
who needed to be disciplined. I try to
imagine a boy, ten years old and full
of marvel, locked in a closet for a di
sease he could not control. One doc
tor took him into his house, maybe out
of empathy or curiosity. With six kids
in the family, his parents thought the
doctor's care would be helpful. James'
father was a barber in town, and his
11
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His motions and tics kept him from theaters and
restaurants. Tourette's kept him from church,
and ultimately, his own life.
mother was busy raising the kids
while working at the hospital. The
doctor provided a group home for
boys with various medical problems
and disorders, and living at the house
was a turning point in the lives of those
boys, but not to their benefit. As a pro
fessional, the doctor was regarded by
the community as a respectable man,
there to give care for the young lives
that needed it. He had a different
agenda, however, and those boys were
the victims of his practices. While sup
posedly giving treatment and care, the
doctor sexually abused and beat the
kids. This happened for months, yet
none of the boys ever dared to talk
about it. When word finally got out,
the doctor's career was finished, but
there was no simple closure for those
kids and James.
James dropped out of school in
his early teens. Although his medical
condition grew worse as a teenager,
he was able to get out of town by join
ing my father at their uncle's ranch a
few hours away. The two of them
were responsible for bringing in the
hay with an old Allis-Chalmers for two
summers, and making sure the farm's
Jersey heifers got their feed and didn't
start running. It was a time when they
were both hard at work but young
with dreams and talks of their futures
and school girls. It finally gave him
the chance to feel important as a young
man, to be part of something natu
ral and honest, and to be accepted for
once. While it lasted only a short
while, it gave him the responsibility
and courage he needed to take direc
tion with his life. He went right into
trade jobs and became a stonemason.
12
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He built the foundations and hearths for families who
became friends and neighbors.
James didn't want to burden anyone around him
with his physical actions. His motions and tics kept
him from theaters and restaurants. Tourette's kept
him from church, his family, and ultimately, his own
life. Forget that he drank himself to sleep at night.
Smoking became so ingrained in him that I remem
ber when decorating Easter eggs, grinning, I drew
the red and gray Lucky Strike logo on his egg.
As I grew older, his condition grew worse. I
imagine it was not the disease that finally ended his
life; it was his heart that could not take it anymore. I
like to think that he saw his kids grown up enough to
realize what was important in life and regardless of
what had happened in the past, they could say he'd
been a good father. He saw his wife, Penny, as pure
gold, able to embrace and endure his life struggles.
Her life was one of understanding and patience, and
she never looked burdened or inconvenienced. She
glowed in his presence. Maybe he had no desire to
keep her from doing and seeing things that he felt his
condition prohibited; she would be relieved of his
pain.
I never heard my uncle talk about those stories; I
learned of the doctor incident only after his passing
away. I was growing up in a more fortunate world —
he didn't need to expose me to the misfortunes of his
upbringing. But oftentimes I think maybe he should
have said something about them— something about
remaining honest and compassionate despite the bit
terness that can surround our lives and our pasts.
I wonder if that doctor and those teachers ever
thought he would someday look back at them and
smile with a glimpse of triumph and accomplishment
over their predictions for his future. There is a cer
tain gallantry to that, and he extended that courage
to all of us in the family. When we whined about
getting up early, or doing chores, I don't think we
knew what he really meant when he said how easy
we had it. Maybe his eyes would fool him occasion
ally, but he never asked for the respect he missed
when he was our age. I often wonder if I ever offered
Camas Spring 1999
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He saw his wife, Penny, as pure gold, able to embrace and
endure his life's struggles. Her life was one of understanding
__________ and patience .... She glowed in his presence.__________
narrow trenches in the fields. We'll
plant snap peas and bush beans and,
when the soil warms, transplant the
starts to bask in the sun. Some will
thrive and reach for the sky. When I
kneel down and find newly curled
spinach stems emerging from the soil,
and when fat, sleepy earthworm s
rouse from their beds, I like to imag
ine Uncle James kneeling beside me,
letting the soil sift and settle between
his fingers and w atching the new
greens fan in the breeze.
Roger Poirier lives and gardens in Missoula,
Montana.

Photo by Allen Hay

him the full courtesy he deserved.
The last time I visited the farm, James and Penny
and their sons had reopened the produce stand. They
hung neatly-trimmed baskets of ruby and rose gera
niums from the off-white trim of the barn. Cardboard
boxes of tomatoes and flats of small flowers were
nestled on shelves in the shaded opening. Inside, it
smelled of clover and honeysuckle. James had found
himself again. It was a connection regained, a link to
the meadows and bees, and the luring violets grow
ing in wooden beds. "It's taking care of your back
yard, but doing something more," he said in a lucid
voice. "I'm providing smiles for all those kids who
stop by and run around with dandelions in their
mouths. It's not much but it's a start. It's all I need."
In a few weeks, when the sparrows emerge, those
of us in the gardens will turn the soil and awaken the
ground to spring. We'll mix in our compost and dig
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F eature

O f Birds SC Men: Scientists Study
Changing Habitats of the
Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem
by Terry Ryan

A Montana
resident,
Terry studies
and writes
about our
relationship to
nature and

Photo by Jeremy Puckett

landscape.

^ \ n a warm afternoon, get into your car and head out of town,
1 toward the western flank of the Teton Range. Skirt McCoy
Creek in eastern Idaho, then cut through the Targhee Na
tional Forest, past a series of signs that label the timberlands "Land
of Many Uses." The arrowhead of the Grand Teton rises out of the
ragged line of mountains, and a sign grounds you: "Victor, Popu
lation 292." Drive past a row of trailer homes painted the colors of
wildflowers —bluebell and gentian purple. A quarter of a mile up
the road you find another complex —a grove of newer homes stained
the shades of the landscape —stone gray, bark brown, conifer green.
The development blossoms out from the side of the highway, and
all the streets bear the names of birds: Heron Circle, Blue Bird Way,
Eagle Ridge Road, Red Hawk Trail. In front of one house, a flock
of plastic pink flamingos grazes alongside the driveway.
You're traveling along the western edge of the Greater Yel
lowstone Ecosystem (GYE), a parcel of land that includes the
Gallatin, Madison and Henry's Fork watersheds. The GYE stretches
beyond the boundaries of Yellowstone National Park to embrace
portions of Idaho, Wyoming and Montana; traverse the area and
you'll cross prairie, forest, and mountains. You'll come upon farmf
1
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lands and ranches. You'll pass through rural out. "We wanted to organize a program that
residential developments, much like the one would allow the data generated to describe
you observed in Victor. You'll encounter bus land use patterns, and the consequences of
tling tourist towns like Jackson, Wyoming, those patterns."
and burgeoning cities like Bozeman, Montana.
The most dramatic shift of land use pat
Basically, you'll find two beautiful, popular terns that MSU's researchers have observed
national parks surrounded by a rapidly is the upsurge in rural residential develop
changing environment.
ment. Dr. Jerry Johnson, an associate profes
A careful observer will
sor of political science at
also find more than 143 dif
MSU, notes
that in
ferent species of birds. Cross
"There's a
Montana's Gallatin County
the GYE between mid-May
alone, the population
tendency to blame
and late August—breeding
clim bed by 24% in the
newcomers for
season —and you may
1990's.
"B a sica lly , the
stumble across teams of orni
growth is spurred by the
sprawl, but that
thological researchers from
ability to come to a place like
just Isn't true."
Montana State U niversity
Bozeman and get a good
(MSU). M SU 's Dr. Andy
Johnson notes that job," he says. "There's a ten
Hansen, a landscape ecolo
dency to blame newcomers
more than 4 0 % of for sprawl," he adds, "but
gist, and Dr. Jay Rotella, an
avian ecologist, are half-way
that just isn't true." Johnson
"migrants" to
through an interdisciplinary,
notes that more than 40% of
Gallatin County
three year study—funded by
"m ig ra n ts" to G allatin
the N ational A eronautic
County com e from else
come from
Space Administration, the
where in Montana, and that
elsewhere in
United States Department of
approximately 20% of new
Agriculture, and the Mon
Montana, and that homes were built by folks
tana D epartm ent of Fish,
who already lived in
approximately
Wildlife & Parks —by which
G allatin County and de
they hope to measure just
cided to move out of town
2 0 % of new
how much the environment
and into the country.
homes were built
is changing, and how well the
Johnson also observes
birds are coping with the
that
people
are building new
by folks who
changes in their habitat.
homes in different places. In
already lived in
But how, and why, is
the past, he remarks, houses
their habitat changing? For
were generally developed
Gallatin C o u n ty ...
one thing, it's getting
close to town. Fifty-eight
warmer. Hansen and Rotella
percent of his study area in
cite studies that have shown
Gallatin County was origi
that the average annual temperature in North nally shrubland; but that portion of the land
America is expected to rise by approximately now carries 74% of the new construction. Now
1.5° C over the next thirty years; the warmer that the shrublands are over-developed,
temperature will likely have some impact on people are moving further out. Houses are
habitats. But one critical factor which is often sprouting on agricultural lands that have been
overlooked, Hansen says, is how we actually sold off to developers. People are also movuse the land. "Land use tends to fall between ing further up. "We're seeing development
the cracks of current disciplines," he points in forests and on the forest fringe," Johnson
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observes. "The land in the forests used to be bird species fit this pattern and tend to prefer
cheaper, but now it's some of the most desir the habitats in the lower elevations, too. The
able land, and prices reflect that. The differ climate is milder, and the food sources in ri
ence," he adds, "is that the newcomer is will parian lowlands are richer. The cottonwoods,
ing and able to spend more to get the spec willows, and aspens provide favorable nest
tacular views and solitude found in these re ing sites. These hospitable conditions create
what Hansen and Rotella call "hotspots,"
mote locations."
Sometimes, Johnson notes, people move habitats in which we might expect to find a
variety of different bird spe
out toward the base of the
cies raisin g successful
park and take a couple of
"... most species of clutches. But hotspots for
horses with them. "Think
birds tend to be hotspots for
about the cumulative impact
animals
really
people, too. It's tempting to
of overgrazing on sm all
think that we can build new
ranchette p rop erties, the
prefer the
homes in rural areas without
fences and roads that impede
lower
elevations,
harming the local bird popu
m igration to the w inter
lation, but Rotella cautions
where conditions
ranges, and the rising num
that we do have an impact
ber of housing developments
are
much
more
on the dynamics of the habi
in increasingly remote ar
tat. We may clear land that
favorable to them.
eas." All of these things go
was once occupied by
ing on outside the park,
But
we've
taken
ground- or shrub-nesters.
Johnson warns, will affect the
Our trash draws skunks and
over much of the
wildlife inside it.
raccoons, which in turn prey
R otella notes that
a
re
a
....
And
if
on eggs and nestlings.
we've preserved places like
We also attract para
wild animals
Yellowstone and other na
sites, such as cowbirds. "In
tional parks because of their
seek
refuge
in
the
the past," Rotella says, tak
dramatically beautiful to
ing us back to the days be
less-favorable,
pography; we tend to think
fore Lewis and Clark, "cowthat wild anim als prefer
higher
elevations
birds followed herds of bi
those locations because of
son which roamed exten
their remoteness and wild
of the parks, it's
sively across the plains.
ness. "But if you read Lewis
likely
only
Now, of course, they associ
and Clark's journals," he re
ate with cattle, which are
lates, "you'll find that the
to get away
typically fixed in location."
lowlands seemed to have the
from
us."
The trouble with cowbirds is
highest densities of many
that they are both parasites
species of w ild anim als.
and prolific breeders. A fe
That's because most species
of animals really prefer the lower elevations, male cowbird lays one egg per day, and may
where conditions are much more favorable to produce several dozen eggs over the course
them. But we've taken over much of the area of the breeding season. But she doesn't raise
in the lower elevations," he continues. "And her own young; she deposits each egg in a host
if wild animals seek refuge in the less-favor nest. If the host parents don't recognize and
able, higher elevations of the parks, it's likely reject the alien egg, they could end up hatch
ing and raising a large, aggressive cowbird
only to get away from us."
Hansen and Rotella have found that most against which their own young can't compete
16
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for food. A female cowbird's territory may in the northern Rockies assume that nature is
cover more than six kilometers; she can, there both socially and economically important.
fore, affect the bird population inside the park The high quality of the ecosystem is attract
even if she's based near a ranch outside of it. ing more people and more new businesses.
Open-cup nesters, such as yellow warblers And the average person is here because of
and least flycatchers, are particularly vulner some link with nature, whether that's hunt
able to cowbird predation.
ing or fishing or hiking," he adds. "The state
"Basically, we've changed the ground rules of nature is actually an important economic
for the habitat," Rotella as
asset," he maintains. "And
serts. "When a migrant bird
as we convert more lands to
comes in, it will head for a
subdivisions, and put more
"Basically, we've
particular habitat because it
cars on the road, we're alter
looks right. But we've intro
changed the
ing the ecosystem . Our
duced predators and pro
study is designed to quantify
ground rules for
cesses, and that means the
the interactions between eco
the habitat....
habitat is no longer very
systems and socioeconomics."
friendly for birds. The rub is
Hansen and Rotella are
When a migrant
that the cues the birds have
w orking closely w ith
bird comes in,
historically used to choose
Johnson and with MSU's Dr.
habitats may no longer be
Bruce Maxwell, an associate
it will head
completely effective. In es
professor of agricultural sci
for a particular
sence, we've created an eco
ence. Their study encom
logical trap." An area that
passes a broad range of habi
habitat because it
should be what Hansen and
tat types, including grass
looks right....
Rotella term a "population
lands and sagebrush, agri
sou rce" —a h abitat that
cultural and ranch lands,
The rub is that
would ordinarily encourage
and residential areas. It also
the c u e s ... may
nest productivity among a
covers m ountainous ter
variety of species —is, in
rain—from the cottonwood
no longer be
stead, what the researchers
stands at the lower eleva
completely
call a "p o p u lation sin k ."
tions, up through successive
Since what happens outside
belts of aspen, Douglas fir
effective. In
the park affects what hap
and lodgepole pine. Warren
essence, we've
pens inside it, the research
Cohen, a Research Forester
ers suspect that, if bird popu
at the Forest Service's P&W
created an
lations in the private lands of
Research Station in Corvallis,
ecological trap."
the GYE begin to drop, the
O regon, is guiding the
resident and migrant popu
Bozeman team through the
lations within the park may
processing of thirty years'
not be able to sustain themselves.
worth of NASA-generated satellite data. The
Hansen and Rotella want to determine researchers will subject their findings to the
exactly how much the habitats in the GYE are Dynamic Habitat and Population Analysis —
changing, and what specific effects those a statistical model that Hansen and Rotella de
changes are having on bird populations. "In veloped to identify both the species most vul
general, American society operates as if it nerable to extinction, and the habitats most
were divorced from anything in the natural critical to their survival. None of the 143 spe
world," Hansen reflects. "But many people cies the researchers have identified in their
Camas Spring 1999
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fledgling they find. In future phases of the
study, the researchers hope to band yellow
warblers, American robins, and flycatchers,
and to monitor these birds to determine how
many times they attempt to nest during the
breeding season.
You've driven along roads that bisect
rural towns, hug mountains, and coast across
farmlands. Get out of your car and stretch.
Look at the sky and listen to the birds. This is
the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem—land of
many uses. Who wouldn't want to live here?
But what effect will we have on the place?
"The good thing," Hansen says, "is that people
are recognizing the importance of asking these
questions."

Photo by Tara Gunter

study area is officially classified as threatened,
but 13 appear to be "at risk." The informa
tion the researchers glean from this study
should help biodiversity managers in deter
mining land use policies. The GYE project is
a case study with important implications,
Hansen notes, adding that it could be followed
up with com parative studies conducted
around the globe.
Meanwhile, back in the field, it's spring
time, and the birds are breeding. MSU's re
searchers are waking up at 4:30 a.m. and re
cording every species they identify singing
during the dawn chorus. Afterward, they
comb the breadth of their study area, moni
toring nest activity and noting the fate of ev
ery egg and, subsequently, every nestling and
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Seldom Seen Smith, an Update
by Ron Scholl

bu may recall Seldom Seen Smith, the rabid river-run
ner mixed up with the Monkey Wrench Gang back
in the '70's —a jack Mormon, penned Edward Abbey,
"on lifetime sabbatical from his religion," yet duty bound
polygamy (thus seldom seen). Smith mourned holy nature's
cataracts and canyons drowned by the Glen Canyon Dam's
Lake Powell, that blasphemous mirage materialized in the land
o f red rock, sand, dust, arroyos, cliffs, mesas, springs, blue
sky and the desert tortoise.
When asked how he thought the canyon might be rid o f the
impoundment, Seldom Seen responded: "We could pray."

■
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of impacts on the wilderness.
I said once that you used to
fight for the environm ent
around M oab, but now
they've grown so fast, I've
given up. Now we fight way
out ... to preserve the wilder
ness character of the can
yons."
The explosion of growth
in Utah is one issue —retire
m ent-fueled subdivisions,
tourist towns sprouting like
flowers after desert rain. But
Sleight worries more about a
development that might best
be characterized as road mongering.
"W e're in opposition to
the blading of roads where
roads have never been. And
that's what's going on ... ex
cessive blading, just to blade.
The more roads, the less wil
derness there will be. They're
out to grade everything from

a cow track to a two-wheel
thing, just to make 'em roads.
That's a travesty."
Utah leads the pack in
blazing new trails. On Febru
ary 13, 1996, bu lldozers
owned by Garfield County
abruptly tore, kamikaze-style,
into Capitol Reef National
Park to begin widening the
historic Burr Trail, a dirt road
winding through the park.
The county invoked a Civil
War era "Right-of-Way Law,"
Revised Statu te 2477 (RS
2477), which allows access
into public wildlands includ
ing National Parks and For
ests, Bureau of Land Manage
ment (BLM) land and wildlife
refuges. The Federal Land
Planning and Management
Act (FLPMA) in 1976 repealed
RS 2477, but grandfathered in
all prior valid claims, be they
cow paths, jeep and ORV (off-

Photo by Tara Gunter

The real Seldom Seen is
often spotted, and his name is
Ken Sleight. For the past 14
years he and his wife have
lived at Pack Creek, 15 miles
southeast of Moab, Utah —
heart of singular beauty and
multi-wheeled controversy,
not far from Arches National
Park where Abbey honed his
scorpion wit, environmental
credo, and thirsty love for the
desert. Abbey's gone now,
but Sleight still runs the riv
ers and leads treks into the
American southwest. The
desert dust h asn 't settled
upon him yet.
"W e're seeing lots of
threats to the ou tb ack ,"
Sleight says from his porch on
a September day. He shifts
his weight in a twig chair.
"It's one of those Catch-22's—
you can't have your cake and
eat it too. We're seeing lots
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road vehicle) trails, hiking
paths, or any ephemeral dead
end. M aybe even tu rtle
tracks.
In S le ig h t's San Juan
County, the commissioners
are "adam ant pro-develop
ment," he says, his dark eyes
set through w ire-rim m ed
glasses. "They want roads
nearly everywhere, it seems.
They'll do everything they
can to see that there's no wil
derness designation estab
lished in San Juan County ...
They're the original Sage
brush Rebellers."
And part of the Cowboy
Caucus, which now goes by
The Western States Coalition.
In Utah, members include
ranchers, land speculators,
w ater developers and the
tourist industry. The federal
backlash precedes the recent
creation of the 1.9 million acre
Grand Staircase-E scalante
N ational M onum ent, but
President Clinton's set-aside
has cattle-prodded animosity
toward federal control over
Utah's vast public lands.
W hat concerns other
Utahans is that, under RS
2477, county governments try
to avoid public review and
compliance with many envi
ronmental regulations in "im
proving" access. A Congres
sional "Pave the Parks" rider
in 1997 referred management
of claims to the states, and a
county-drafted bill leg iti
mizes any claim that can't be
invalidated. N ationw ide,
there are 17,000 county claims
on public lands, 5,000 in Utah.
Camas Spring 1999
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Meanwhile, Sleight puts
up the good fight. "When we
tried to stop the machines
from grading up on Heart's
Point, Bill Red, the commis
sioner, was very adamant that
he was going to hold the line,
even face down the BLM. I
was trying to say, hey —you
can't blade this trail, this cow
trail, over federal lands with
out all these environmental
studies ... They don't have
hearings. Everything is done
by a small clique. It's very
hard to have a real public
hearing on some of these en
vironmental issues."
On the issue of grading
at Heart's Point, hard to get
arrested these days, too. "Dan
Kent (who was arrested) was
the hero of this whole thing
... I asked them to arrest me
three tim es, but they
wouldn't. One of the reasons,
I think—I've done this before.
I wanted them to arrest me so
I could take this to court."
C om plicating every
thing, Sleight feels, is the
unique power structure im
bedded in the Utah Mormon
culture like some Paleolithic
fossil. Critics have character
ized Utah as a theocracy that
looks only to how nature can
benefit people —now, on
Earth.
"One of the problems is
that the leadership is also the
leadership of the Mormon
church," Sleight says. "And
in the Mormon church, you
don't go against your leader
ship. When the leadership in
the church is the same as in

politics, it really gets messed
up.
"They're the old school,
the old-time Mormon people.
They feel like they can do any
thing they like if they feel like
they want to, because that's
the way it's always been done.
This new game —you've got
to get along with your new
neighbors —is very tough for
them. And so they're fight
ing very much against the
new way, the new establish
m ent, the environm ental
awareness." The really old
church concerns Sleight as
well.
"Some of those (bladed
areas) are sacred lands ... In
dian ruins are being carted
off. ORV use—they take them
right out there. They even
take Caterpillars and dig into
Indian ruins.
"W hat the commission
ers would like, I think, is to
have (roads) paved every
where ... How would they like
it for me or a group to put a
road through their temples ...
their sacred places, their
church houses? It's the same
thing. What is sacred?"
Old battles com e to
mind. Sleight runs his hand
through his hair, a mixture of
sand yellow and gray. "A
long time ago, the Navahos
were very much against Lake
Powell, because that was go
ing to intrude into Rainbow
Bridge National Monument, a
very sacred place to them ...
yet they did it anyway. I
work a lot with the Navaho
people and the Ute people,
21
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Photo by Tara Gunter

and the Navaho people are in
drastic need of roads... While
they're building over here,
they're depriving the Navahos of needed roads, or im
proved roads.
"What they're doing, of

c o u r s e -th e y 'v e adm itted
themselves—they're trying to
build roads just to keep wil
derness out."
While the Western States
Coalition opposes more wil
derness designation, the ma
jority of Utah citizens support
a proposal to designate 5.7
22
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million acres of wilderness,
including most of the Grand
Staircase-Escalante National
Monument, which has yet to
finalize a management plan.
Another heavily supported
plan calls for 8.5 million acres.

incursions and de facto roads
th at the cou n ties seek to
grade.
"W e're in the heart of
four-wheel vehicles, but they
have to be controlled, because
they are doing a lot of dam
age. I don't know the answer.
I'm in the tourist business, yet
this is going to be one of our
biggest problems, this excess
tourism —all the playthings,
the bikes and everything else
... They say they have a right
too. But when does that right
stop when you're destroying
the very thing people are
coming to see?"
Sleight's own niche, the
Pack Creek Ranch compound,
is a 300 acre spread nestled in
the fo o th ills of the LaSal
Mountains. "W e all have an
impact. There comes a time
when th ere's too m any
people, too many machines
..." He calls for the removal
of roads into the remaining
w ilds, not more building.
"Abbey used to say, 'Yeah,
let's take this road out—that'll
decrease the numbers.' Don't
build roads. D o n 't pave
roads."
Looking out across the
desert scrub, Sleight ponders
the changes he's seen over the
years and considers what's
"W e're losing de facto important to him about wil
wilderness all over the place," derness. "I have to have that
laments Sleight. "W e've got feeling of solitude, that's a
very little wilderness left — very important thing, and it's
true wilderness. We call it written in the (Wilderness)
wilderness, because that's the Act. Another thing is free
best we have."
d om -freed om to come and
His lament cycles back to go ... and the adventure of it.
ORV use, which creates real
continued on page 33
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O pinion Piece

Midwifery
by Hilary Wood

A

ngela is on her way to the hospital. ted, a pregnant woman has little control over
j \ Swollen and aching, she leaves be the situation. This is largely due to the busi
JL J L hind the familiar comfort of her home ness concerns of running a hospital.
and climbs into the car. Her husband drives,
Often overworked and on tight time
moving fast through the light midnight traf schedules, obstetricians are unable to treat
fic. At the hospital, they fill out forms. A each individual birth as a special occurrence.
wheelchair is brought for Angela, and she is Delivered babies are often referred to as "fe
taken to her room. Four other women are al tal outcomes" a term which many under
ready there, looking as uncomfortable as An standably view as dispassionate. Further
gela feels. Once she is situated on the bed, a more, to protect themselves against legal li
ability, hospitals impose
doctor administers an anesthetic.
what they call "standards of
Her husband waits in the hall. As
M
idw
ifery,
on
ce
care."
the night passes, labor pains con
These standards in
tinue, and yet she is not ready to
taboo, seem s to b e
clude provisions for C-secgive birth. After twelve hours a
regaining p o p u la rity
tions and anesthetic, even in
male doctor she has never met ad
in the U n ited
cases where they may not be
ministers Pitocin, a drug which in
needed. Women often feel
duces labor. Within the hour the
States. H ila ry takes
pressured to undergo such
contractions intensify, one behind
a
critica
l
lo
o
k
a
t
precautions even if they are
the other in rapid succession.
unnecessary. The only way
Unprepared, Angela's body does
ch ild b irth in th e
to give birth free of these
not produce endorphins to counter
U n ited Sta tes an d
measures is to sign a waiver
the pain. Further anesthetic is ad
which releases the hospital
the viable op tion o f
ministered. After seventeen min
from liability.
utes, her daughter is born, washed,
using a m idw ife.
For many women, this
and taken away to join other new
is
all
part of giving birth.
borns in a room down the hall. An
gela is left to sleep off the drugs, awaking Pregnancy, labor, and delivery are viewed in
hours later with little memory of her deliv our culture as unpleasant. In short, the entire
process of childbirth is often considered a sick
ery.
Welcome to birth in America. The vast ness.
Birth is full of agony and complications.
majority of children in the United States are
issued into life in a hospital, even in cases Pregnant women appear to have little choice
where the pregnancy is free of complications. in the way they give birth, choosing instead
Hospitals are popularly viewed as the to relinquish that authority to doctors who
only place to give birth—a safe, clean envi aim to make the process as quick and pain
ronment run by professionals. In many cases, less as possible. And yet choices exist, choices
and for many sicknesses, this perception is that have always been present but often ig
true. And yet there is a growing dissatisfac nored.
For centuries, midwives have acted as the
tion among women who have experienced
conduit
between pregnancy and birth. Their
giving birth in a hospital. This discontent may
arise for a number of reasons. Once admit skills are universal, reflected in the language
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of different nations. In English, the word mid
wife means "with woman," while in French,
German, and Hebrew, the terms for midwife
translate into "wise woman." For most of
history, midwives have preformed the rites
of birth, working with women to bring life into
the world. They are living archetypes, viewed
throughout the ages as forms of the goddess,
the priest, and the shaman. In many cultures,
the profession of welcoming life entails a great
deal of power. And yet in medieval Europe,
it was this very concept of power which wor
ried the Church. Concerned that their author
ity was threatened, Church officials began to
persecute midwives as witches. Between 1479
and 1736,30,000 women were put to death for
witchcraft. Before long, midwifery was con
sidered the lowest of jobs, left only to the poor
est and most rural women.
This stigma traveled along with the first
settlers to the United States. Midwifery was
24
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outlawed in America until 1945, when
New Mexico allowed for the licensing
of midwives to work among rural
populations. In the early 1960s,
America witnessed the Home Birth
Movement, a unique subculture spear
headed by Ina May Gaskin's controver
sial book, Spiritual Midivifen/.
A direct challenge to accepted
western medicine and views on birth,
Gaskin's book encouraged women to
give birth at home with the aid of an
experienced midwife. Far from being
a sickness, she presented pregnancy
and labor as a natural and spiritual rite
of passage for women. The pain of birth
was not something to be avoided, but
rather to be embraced, an experience
which hospitals take away when they
administer precautionary anesthetic.
G askin's book spoke to many
women who felt traumatized or short
changed by giving birth in a hospital.
Despite prejudice and social stigma,
midwifery gained momentum in the
seventies. Giving birth at home, in the
familiarity of their everyday surround
ings, gave many women comfort. De
tailed books teaching women about their
bodies and the process of birth became
increasingly popular. Though the move
ment experienced setbacks in the conser
vative atmosphere of the 1980s, it contin
ued to grow and seek the acceptance of
the medical community. Today, mid
wives can be found throughout the
United States, offering their services
through private practice or in conjunction
with hospitals. With roughly 80 percent
of births worldwide being overseen by
midwives, it appears likely that the Home
Birth Movement is here to stay.
Though giving birth at home with
the aid of a midwife may sound appeal
ing to many women, there are still cases
in which some deliveries may be risky.
Complicated pregnancies requiring CCamas Spring 1999
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For those wishing to steer clear of the
hospital, direct-entry midwives offer their ser
vices through private practice of smaller clin
ics. While a direct-entry midwife does not
have to be a registered nurse, she must have
completed three years of training and appren
ticed at numerous births. Depending on the
state, many direct-entry midwives must take
a licensing exam before being allowed to prac
tice.
The third type of midwifery is most com
mon in rural areas throughout the country.
Midwives in the most traditional sense, these
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sections or emergency care for the mother or
newborn are often better performed in a hos
pital setting with equipment and specialists.
Yet the vast majority of pregnancies occur
without complications. This fact is ignored
by many hospitals which use aesthetic and
surgical C-sections in cases in which they are
not required. Studies have shown that the
number of C-sections administered in hospi
tals across the United States peaks on Fridays
and holidays. Why? The answer may be
simple —natural birth is too time consuming,
especially when a doctor's vacation time is on
the line. In American hospitals, the decision
to give a C-section is made if a woman's labor
continues over a 24 hour period, an amount
of time considered longer than the labor of an
"average" woman. What this standard fails
to take into consideration is the myriad dif
ferences in women's bodies and the natural
process of giving birth. In reality, C-sections
are only necessary in four to seven percent of
births, far smaller than the 30 to 40 percent
given here in the United States. In a society
which values time and speed, the birth pro
cess, a natural and ancient event, appears to
have become too slow.
In deciding how they want to give birth,
many women are faced with a dilemma.
Weighing the risks and benefits of home de
livery and hospitalization can be a difficult
process, full of uncertainties for both the new
born and the expectant mother. It is well
known that obstetricians undergo intense
training before they are certified and accepted
into hospitals, yet what about midwives? Are
they trained, with requirements, like all medi
cal professionals? The answer is yes and no.
There are roughly three different types
of midwives operating within the United
States. Those who assist in hospital births
must qualify as registered nurses before un
dergoing training. Midwives who are also
nurses form part of a birthing team, an idea
gaining popularity with mothers who prefer
a personalized, more traditional, form of treat
ment within a hospital setting.

women have little formalized education. Due
to the fact that their practice is outlawed in
most states, the knowledge held by such
women is largely unknown.
To gain an increased understanding of
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prentice, and was soon on her way to becom
ing a midwife.
One of Cheyney's duties as a first year
apprentice was to offer counseling in a spe
cial course designed to address the fears and
questions of prospective pregnant women and
their partners with non-drug strategies for
dealing with the uncertainties of labor. In
Cheyney's words, Doula sessions aim to "love
a woman through the experience of birth," an
experience many women cannot expect at a
typical hospital.
In addition to preparing parents for the
birthing process, Doula duties often include
another form of counseling—listening. Many
women who choose to give birth with the help
of a midwife do so despite the disapproval of
their families and friends. Called "irrespon
sible" and "selfish" by worried in-laws, many
women feel alienated when they most need
the support of their family. This hostility is a
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the training an aspiring midwife must com
plete, it is best to talk to the students them
selves. Missy Cheyney, a full-time graduate
student in Paleo-Pathology, is currently fin
ishing her first year of training to become a
midwife. She became interested in the field
after spending four summers working on ar
cheological projects in Jordan. Since the crew
lived closely with the local Bedouin tribes,
Cheyney was able to observe the social inter
actions and needs of the people —especially
the women. Far from being interested in the
ancient sites surrounding them, most Bedouin
women were concerned with the everyday
needs of providing food and education for
their children. This reality had a profound
impact on Cheyney, who decided her educa
tional training should include practical skills
related to the health and well-being of women.
Upon her return to the United States, Cheyney
made the decision to enroll herself as an ap
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result of the continuing stigma surrounding
the midwife —a prejudice which views mid
wifery as uneducated and primitive. In her
own training, Cheyney has spoken with
women whose families have threatened to
hold the mother accountable if anything goes
wrong with the birth. Understandably, this
pressure is difficult for women who are
strongly opposed to the indifferent practice
of the majority of American hospitals.
Though women may feel intrigued by the
concept of giving birth with a midwife, one
question rem ains —how safe is it? In
Cheyney's experience, it is very safe. One rea
son for this is that a midwife's patients un
dergo extensive physical exams to determine
Camas Spring 1999
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any complications. If difficulties
are found, midwives refer the ex
pectant mother to a hospital. Fur
thermore, even if certain complica
tions escape detection, most home
births take place within three miles
of the local hospital. If something
goes wrong, a practicing obstetri
cian is immediately notified.
Another reason for the general
safety of home birth rests on the fact
that women have been bringing life
into the world for centuries. For
Cheyney, the birthing instinct is
more akin to intuition; an inherent
knowledge of how the body re
sponds to labor. This notion arose
after listening to women who insist
that they hear voices instructing
them on the ways of giving birth—
the most comfortable positions, the
correct timing and breathing pat
terns. Though we are hesitant to
trust our instincts, our bodies usu
ally know what they are doing. In
Cheyney's opinion, these inner
voices dictating birth knowledge
cannot be heard in the hospital.
Slowed by drugs, induced by C-section, there is little need for instinct.
Despite the stigma and per
ceived uncertainties surrounding midwifery,
one thing is certain. For the first time in cen
turies, American women have a choice. They
may give birth at home accompanied by a
midwife or issue their child into life from a
hospital. Regardless of social opinion, both
approaches have proven themselves as viable
options open to the specific choice of the
mother-to-be. As one of our most important
events, birth continues to inspire as much con
troversy as it does joy.
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Restoration
by Brian Glaspell
ach working day, my friend
Mike wakes in his tiny one
room cabin, has breakfast, and
drives slowly down early-morning
streets to the government motor pool
on the edge of the town. He trades his
vehicle for a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser
vice pickup and travels twenty miles
north, across open sage plains, before
turning east into the shadowed can
yon where he works. After a vigor
ous antibacterial shower, Mike strides
past rows of silver cages and takes his
place at the lab station where he electro
ejaculates ferrets for a living.
During the years we were room
mates at the University of Wyoming,
I knew Mike as a passionate animal
lover. He was a strict vegetarian in a
town where the billboards joyously
proclaimed, "Beef! It's what's for din
ner." In our freezer, he kept a pink
and gray ziploc-bag full of twisted rat
corpses to feed patients at the raptor
rehabilitation center where he volun
teered. He openly mourned roadkilled deer.
These days, Mike is part of a Brave
New World breeding operation, run by
the U.S. government. With gleaming
surgical-steel instruments he enforces
compulsory ejaculation among captive
ferrets. He also eats meat.
Mike's charges at the breeding
facility are b lack -footed ferrets
(Mustela nigripes), probably the most
endangered mammal in the United
States. Like wolves, black-footed fer
rets gave their lives for cheap beef and
expanding western settlement. Unlike
wolves, they were not intended targets
of western shoot-and-poison pro
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grams. Ranchers had their sights trained (literally)
on prairie dogs, who made their homes not on the
range, but under it. Prairie dogs excavate large net
works of underground tunnels, which are minefields
for the fragile legs of corpulent cattle and cowboy's
horses. Black-footed ferrets are evolutionarily per
fect for killing and eating prairie dogs. Ranchers
might have done well by inviting a ferret or two to
lunch. Instead, they chose to decimate prairie dog
populations, and unwittingly helped drive ferrets to
near extinction.
From 1972-1980, biologists thought that ferrets
had indeed gone extinct. Then, in an ironic, acciden
tal act of retribution, a Wyoming rancher's dog
sniffed-out a recently dead ferret, which eventually
led to the discovery of a small wild population. To
day, all living black-footed ferrets are descendants of
those last few survivors from the Cowboy State.
At Mike's breeding factory, ferrets are kept in
solitary confinement, isolated from one another in
steel cages that line the wall. It's for their own good.
Once, a vigorous young female escaped from her cell
and scampered down the row of cages, her tiny claws
ringing on the wire-grid roofs. When one of her legs
briefly slipped through the grid, a male ferret in the
cage below grabbed and chewed it off without hesi
tation. Mike and the other lab employees, appalled
but professionally stoic, captured the wounded es
capee and surgically removed the ragged bits that
remained of the leg. With all of her important parts
intact, the three-legged ferret was soon returned to
active duty, where she continues to dutifully produce
litters of wet, writhing offspring for the good of the
species.
In the wild, ferrets are skillfull predators who
use their serpentine bodies and fine-pointed teeth to
hunt prairie dogs in narrow underground passages.
In the lab, manic with boredom and untested by food
that doesn't run, ferrets develop an unnatural
bloodlust. Mike calls them "fur-covered evil."
Wire cages and electro-ejaculation are tools for
the greater good we call "Restoration Ecology."
Camas Spring 1999
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A fter a vigorous antibacterial shower, Mike strides past rows
of silver cages and takes his place at the lab station w here h e
electro-ejaculates ferrets fo r a living.
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Wolves in Yellowstone, fire in the forests, ferrets on might also have been seduced by the
the high plains—wherever you look restoration is all bright yellow plumage, the delicate
the rage. In theory, restoration ecology is the noble throat, the meaty breast. In the end,
science of putting back together what, through igno the bird's death was silent; both Mike
rance or malice, has been lost from wild nature. How and I were in the house and never
heard a thing. Killian came prancing
did it come to this?
For years, Mike has kept a pet house-ferret named into the living-room with a downy
Killian (not the endangered black-footed variety, but yellow ring around his mouth; the
a close cousin with European heritage). Killian is old gilded cage, with door ajar, confirmed
and gray now, but when I knew him as a youngster his guilt.
I'll admit that I felt no remorse
he charmed every girl on campus with his weasel
for
the
bird, just dread at the thought
lipped grin and comical, hobbyhorse gait.
During the summer of our junior year in college, of explaining the accident to our emo
Mike and I were suckered into housing a fickle friend's tional friend Rebecca. Only halfway
canary for a month. Although recalcitrant at first to joking, I suggested to Mike that we
accept responsibility for Rebecca's pet, we eventually buy a new canary and pretend that
came to enjoy its pleasant morning song. Killian was nothing happened. Why not? Since
one canary is the same as the next, a
infatuated from day one.
I can't fault him for his actions; were I a ferret I white lie delivered with a straight face
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1 suspect, however, that ferrets and wolves don't give a damn
about symbolism. I think that ferrets, coiled and hissing in
their cages, are royally pissed o f f ...
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could easily solve our problem. Like a real-live
Sylvester-the-Cat, I put a new Tweety Bird on the
dead one's perch and pretended that nothing had
happened.

For a month or more, only Killian, Mike, and I
knew the truth. Rebecca enjoyed the company of
her replacement canary friend, and we gloried in
the success of our deception. Eventually, pride got
the better of us and we began to whisper the story
to rapt listeners at beery parties. When a loose
lipped acquaintance leaked the news of the scam to
30
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blissfully ignorant Rebecca, the jig was
up.
What started out as a foolish acci
dent, easily explained and forgiven,
was magnified by our deception and
ultimately led to the end of friendly
relations with Rebecca. "We did it
to protect your feelings," I said to
her, and I mostly believed it at the
time. "We do it for the good of the
ferrets," says Mike, in reference to his
job, and he mostly believes that, too.
I have generally been a strong
supporter of restoration in all forms.
I am thrilled by the groundswell of
enthusiasm for this much-needed
task. Stephanie Mills eloquently
calls it "m akin g am ends to the
myriad creatures." Sincere apology
coupled with appropriate action—
what better way to earn forgiveness
from the natural world? I think that
when we put predators back into
landscapes where they have gone
missing, when we choose to let fire
ravage long-protected forests, our
hearts are in the right place. But is it
really the thought that counts? Does
the caged, three-legged, incubatorferret thank us for our good inten
tions?
After an initial warming flush of
success, the black-footed ferret rein
troduction program has grown cold.
m Barely one percent of historic habi
tat remains intact. Sylvatic plague is
rampant in the few remaining prairie
dog towns where ferrets might live.
Captive ferrets, reared in indoor pens,
are ignorant to the dangers of owl and
coyote; few of them survive long un
der the shelterless sky. Electro-ejaculaCamas Spring 1999
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When we fail to imagine the lives of members within popula
tions ... individual rights dissolve. Imposter canaries, breederferrets, ... all become easily justified means to an end.
kidnapped from their homes, radio-collared, and
whisked to a motor-vehicle-infested foreign land,
would rather not be the elected symbol of wilder
ness of repentant environmentalists. I think that res
toration without compassion is hollow, a meek, half
hearted "sorry" masquerading as sincere apology.
When we fail to imagine the lives of members
within populations of species, individual rights dis
solve. Imposter canaries, breeder-ferrets, relocated
wolves—all become easily justified means to an end.
Back at the lab, Mike opens the door on a cage
and reaches in. The terrified ferret, silver-black hair
raised stiff and straight on his back, fights tooth and
claw against removal. He might chew off Mike's arm,
too, if not for the heavy, elbow-length leather gloves.
Charging his tools, Mike jokes to his victim, "O f
course I'll still respect you in the morning." And I
hope he does.
Brian Glaspell, a Missoula resident, is a student in the School ofForesry
at the University o f Montana.
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tion or death by plague? When we
make ferrets into factories and unleash
them into a world for which they aren't
prepared, are we righting an old
wrong, or committing a new one?
It is easy to see restoration as an
almost unmitigated good. Most people
are happy to have wolves back in Yel
lowstone, and they might be equally
happy, though less aware, if ferrets re
turned to the plains. Though I have
seen wolves many times in Alaska, the
possibility of seeing one in Yellow
stone, where they have been absent so
long, resonates deeply with me. Re
storing animals to portions of their his
toric ranges has a symbolic power that
I can't deny. I suspect, however, that
wolves and ferrets don't give a damn
about symbolism. I think that ferrets,
coiled and hissing in their cages, are
royally pissed off; and that wolves,
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Seldom Seen continued from page 22

everywhere. Everybody wants to make a
buck, off the spring towns, all up and down
the canyon country. That's the pressure. I
don't know where we're going. I don't know
how to stop it. I feel like I'm going to yell,
'Uncle!' and take off, and find the wilderness
that you really want, and you've only got a
few years left, and so what? Just leave this.
But there's something that says I can't do that.
"You come back and fight a little more."
Just before you reach the Pack Creek
Ranch, there's a spur that heads off into the
wild. Abbey Road. Maybe Seldom Seen
Smith and the Gang had it easy —one target,
albeit a whopper. With so many roads, so
many people, so many lines of defense, maybe
Smith's imploring the heavens for an earth
quake to take out the Dam might be a reason
able approach with exponential growth, con
sidering the odds against mere m onkey
wrenching—a divine network of fissures to
swallow the asphalt. Granted, this might take
out a few cars, too, but you know what Sel
dom would say.
"I ain't responsible for an act of God,
honey."
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That's very important.
"After Lake Powell, after they filled up
Glen Canyon, I took off for Alaska for awhile
... but I had the feeling I had to get back to the
canyons, that's where I was raised."
Sleight came back to the land he knew,
and to raise a little hell to protect what's left.
"There's spots —you hunt them out. Ab
bey and I used to say, 'Well —let's just keep
ahead of it. It's all gonna go.' We were very
down in the mouth about it sometimes.
"I don't know the answer. I guess you
have to live with it, but at the same time, both
Abbey and I felt that you've got to fight. The
funny thing is, the more you fight, the more
you call attention to something... write a book,
here come more people. I would promote a
trip —here come more people. But that's the
only thing we knew, was to write about it,
stomp your feet, stand in front of the ma
chines—to withstand the tide that's coming.
"I would say that tourism is one of the
biggest problems we've got. It's much bigger
than mining. I would say that in the future,
tourism is gonna be a real tough nut, because
it brings lots of roads, lots of development
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The Rebirth of Cycling:
Free Cycles About to Shift Gears

B

ince Spring 1996, Free Cycles has been
engaged in providing free bicycles to the
Missoula community. This service has
taken many different forms —checkout bikes,
bike give-aways, festivals, and free-roaming
green bikes. Happen upon a green, take it for
a spin, leave it for the next person. Sounds
simple. But sounds can be deceiving. It's all
the little vibrations, background noises, and
underlying melodies that provide a rich, yet
complex (and sometimes overwhelming) con
text for keeping a community cycling program
running smoothly.
Free Cycles Missoula started with the
idea that providing community-owned bi
cycles would help build cycle culture into
"Montana's bicycle town." What became ap
parent the first season was that it was going
to take many different programs to accom
plish this goal efficiently. So, in order to step
it up a notch, other programs were added —
Pedal Education, Checkout Missoula, Pedal
Technology, and Build-A-Bike, to name a few.
Diversity is good. And diversity can be a lot
of work. For the past two years countless vol
unteers, about $10,000 in mostly local dona
tions, and 1,155 bicycles donated by the com
munity, have fueled constant program cre
ation and modification. But all along, the pro
gram managed to keep between 15 and 50
green bikes floating through the town from
May to October (they rest in the winter).
More than any one event, or idea, or
word, the recent day-long Festival of Cycles
held in Bonner Park captured what Free
Cycles is all about. Roughly 150 bicycles were
created over the course of the day and taken
away by new owners. Some fabulously freaky
art work adorned the green bikes. A cycle of
safety was initiated for the little ones. Dem
onstrations of the other "cycles" in our com
m u n ity -w a te r , air, energy, n u trien t —
dressed up the baseball backstop. Free food,
34
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by Bob Giordano

sweet music, comedy, dance and park deco
rations all came together. This is uniquely
Missoula, and perhaps uniquely Free Cycles.
The point is that the alternative transporation
combinations we have to work with in town
are endless. Free Cycles is perhaps simply a
reflection of the community in which we live.
Where do we go from here? This is un
known, at least at the time of this article. It is
unclear if we will be able to keep our shop on
California street open. This could be the last
season for green bikes. Will checkout bikes
be embraced? And without a shop how can
we continue to run the Missoula Bike Bank, a
service that provides free bikes to those in
need? Are all these different programs and
projects needed in Missoula, or is this just a
nice sprinkling of wildflower seeds on an oth
erwise bountiful back yard garden? We hope
we will have help in answering questions like
these. Like a cyclist coming to a bend in the
trail and not knowing if the path will go up,
down, around, or disappear, Free Cycles is
preparing for transition. But please do not
get us wrong—the unknown can be an excit
ing prospect. Call us at 243-Bell with your
ideas.
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Mann Gulch Commemoration
by Dave Strohmaier

■

Photo courtesv o f USDA Forest Service

n the afternoon of August 5,1949, fif
teen Missoula smokejumpers para
chuted into a seemingly routine fire
burning in the Gates of the Mountains Wild
Area (now a wilderness area), northeast of
Helena, M ontana. Before the crew even
reached the fire, spotfires ignited near the
mouth of Mann Gulch, racing upcanyon and
overrunning the smokejumpers and a United
States Forest Service (USFS) fire guard. In all,
13 men died —the greatest tragedy ever ex
perienced by the smokejumpers and one of
the greatest fire tragedy of this century in the
United States.
While the Mann Gulch fire became an
impetus for improved firefighter safety train
ing, it essentially slipped from the public's
consciousness for the next 40 years. That is,
until Norman Maclean's book, Young Men and
Fire, hit bookstores in 1992.
This summer marks the 50th anniversary
of the Mann Gulch fire. To pay tribute to the
men who died there, the USFS plans a num
ber of commemorative events, ranging from
guided hikes to formal ceremonies. By late
May, Mann Gulch is scheduled to be listed
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on the National Register of Historic Places.
Then, over the course of June through August,
the USFS will host seven hikes into Mann
Gulch. These trips are open to the public, and
are good opportunities to travel with experts
knowledgeable about the circumstances of the
1949 tragedy.
Formal events kick off on August 4 when
representatives from various firefighting
agencies will lay wreaths at each of the fallen
firefighter's monuments in the gulch. This will
be followed by a private reception for family
members and friends of the fire victims at the
Meriwether Picnic Area (which is the trailhead
into Mann Gulch).
On August 5, the public is invited to a
cerem ony at the M ontana State Capitol
grounds, in H elena. S ecretaries Dan
Glickman, Bruce Babbitt, and USFS Chief Mike
Dombeck are expected to attend. Robert
Sallee, the sole living survivor of the fire, will
deliver the keynote address and also assist
with unveiling a commemorative bronze
plaque.
Over the following two days, vintage and
contemporary firefighting equipment will be
on display
at the
Meriwether Picnic Area
(which can be reached by
tourboat from the Gates of
the Mountains Boat Club
on Hoi ter Lake).
For further informa
tion about any of these
events, contact the Helena
National Forest at: (406)
449-5490 or (406) 4495201. Or visit their website
at: w w w .fs.fed .u s/ rl/
helena.
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The Last Cheater's Waltz: Beauty and Violence in the
Desert Southwest
by Ellen Meloy
Henry Holt and Company, 1999
Reviewed by Tara Gunter
^ ^ n e sunburnt morning, Ellen Meloy
I
I discovers a boiled whiptail lizard in
her cup of coffee. The lizard stirs
spiny insight into her feelings of estrangement
with both the landscape and herself and pro
vides the impetus to become more intimate
with her 200-square mile neighborhood. As
an antidote to a "malaise of soul," Meloy cre
ates a Map of the Known Universe, ringed in
red sand, and carefully places the limp lizard
at the epicenter—the land where she and her
husband are to build their home. Thus, she
begins a journey to chart her terrain on the
Map, roughing out sketches of all that falls
within the circle, forming an atlas of experi
ence. What she discovers and relates in The
Last Cheater's Waltz is not only the simple and
stoic beauty claim ed by the "red-boned
desert" of the Four Corners region, but an "in
congruous geography of eternity and apoca
lypse."
Her journey begins with a trek to the
Tse Valley, in search of claret cup cactus in
bloom. The cactus, balancing a seductive clus
ter of scarlet blossoms and nest of sharp
spines, provides "a precise torture, an incar
nation of the thin threshold between what the
Zuni call the beautiful (tso'ya) and the dan
gerous (attanni)." While peering into the mi
crocosm of the claret cup, Meloy discovers the
paradox of the desert landscape, a place where
"violence can push beauty to the edge of a
razor blade." From the Tse, she travels out
ward, visiting Jornada del Muerto (the Val
ley of Death). There, at the site of Trinity, on
July 16,1945, a pre-dawn monsoon prompted
hundreds of dormant spadefoot toads to
awaken and fill the desert with their croaking
chords, congregate in large numbers, and
mate in ephemeral desert pools. A strain of a
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Tchaikovsky waltz rode on the waves of a dis
tant radio station, and a group of scientists
tested the first atomic bomb. "Trinity," as
serts Ellen Meloy, "is simultaneously a geog
raphy of nihilistic lunacy and passionate
beauty."
Exploring and documenting the land
within the Map of the Known Universe, Meloy
walks territory that desert bighorns shared
with the U.S. Department of Defense and en
counters tourists and souvenirs at the Los
Alamos National Library. She visits aeolian
dunes preserved first as the White Sands Na
tional Monument in 1933, then as the San
Andres National Wildlife Refuge in 1941, and
finally as the Alamogordo Bombing and Gun
nery Range in 1942. She learns of an ancient
burial site, a midden, near her home —where
a man is uncovered with a Canada goose skel
eton draped across his ribs —and finds what
appears to be carnotite, the raw ore for yel
low cake, right outside her back door. The
ironies of the desert often threaten to cause
Meloy a collapse of faith, but throughout her
journey, physical and emotional, she slowly
discovers that "nature requires an alertness
to antagonism as well as harmony." "Indul
gent hedonism," she writes, "is an incomplete
approach to the Known Universe."
In.The Last Cheater's Waltz, Ellen Meloy
gives voice to a region so beautiful we might
forget its dangerous past. Though her abun
dant humor may seem out-of-place, even too
silly, to some readers, Meloy justifies it by lik
ening her perception to that of the mad aunt
laughing her head off at a funeral. With her
prose, dancing between lunacy and poetry,
she presents the coupling of physics and the
desert, serenity and nihilism, and finds her
own place within the landscape. "There was
but a single way to exist here, to make my way
through this land with grace: Take it into
myself and rediscover it on my own breath."
Camas Spring 1999
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The Struggle for Ecological Democracy:
Environmental Justice Movements in the
United States
Edited by David Faber
Guilford Press 1998
Reviewed by Pete Murney
asily the most striking thing to emerge
in the U.S. environmental movement in
the last decade has been the infusion of
energy from poor people, working people and
people of color/'
—Carl Anthony, Urban Habitat Program

E

From this opening, The Struggle for Eco
logical Democracy: Environmental Justice Move
ments in the United States sets out to illustrate
how the environmental justice movement pre
sents both important challenges and oppor
tunities to mainstream environmentalism.
What ties the diverse organizations and issues
of environmental justice together is their rec
ognition of the interconnectedness of environ
mental and economic justice, and a definition
of the environment that extends beyond wil
derness and wildlife sanctuaries to the places
"where we work, live and play." The oppor
tunities for building coalitions and political
strategies presented by such perspectives
could be very valuable for a movement that
is frequently, and effectively, accused of be
ing more concerned with bears and trees than
human jobs and communities.
Building off the links between environ
mental and economic justice, editor Daniel
Faber leads off the book with "The Political
Ecology of American Capitalism" in which he
seeks to sketch out the ecological implications
of capitalism and to link the exploitation of
nature and working people. Faber explores
how the increasing globalization of the
economy is rapidly changing the forms and
structures of human and ecological exploita
tion under capitalism. Faber's essay is fol
Camas Spring 1999
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lowed by C harles L evenstein and John
Wooding's "Dying for a Living: Workers,
Production and the Environment" which links
issues of occupational safety to environmen
tal degradation and considers the possibilities
of forging coalitions around issues of environ
mental globalization.
Following chapters focus on the anti
toxics campaigns and organizations in minor
ity and poor communities. Studies in the
1980's indicated that toxic waste sites and haz
ardous industries were disproportionately
located in such communities, leading to the
identification of "environmental racism" and
spurring the environmental justice movement.
Patrick Novotny explores similar themes
in the chapter "Popular Epidemiology and the
Struggle for Community Health in the Envi
ronmental Justice Movement." In this case
community activists challenge the scientific
standards used to evaluate the risks faced by
their communities. Classical epidemiology is
criticized for its failure to address the effects
of cumulative exposure to toxins, the impacts
of exposure to multiple hazardous substances,
or the connection between physiological and
sociological factors in the incidence of health
problems. In response, Novotny says, "...
community activists in the environmental jus
tice movement have worked to develop new
ways of collecting health and epidemiologi
cal materials in order to gain greater commu
nity control over health information rather
than having to rely on outside researchers or
health experts with little accountability or no
connection to the community." This popular
epidimiology ultimately sees broad-based
politics as fundamental to solving health prob
lems of human communities and the environ
ment.
Later chapters of the book address issues
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not directly linked to community health
and less frequently associated with en
vironmental justice, such as Michael
Dreiling's examination of U.S. environ
m ental m ovem ent p olitics in
"Remapping North American Environ
mentalism: Contending Visions and
Divergent Practices in the Fight Over
NAFTA." This piece considers the im
plications and impact of the fight over
the North American Free Trade Agree
ment among environmental groups in
the U.S.. Several large national envi
ronmental organizations (e.g., National
Wildlife Federation, National Audubon
Society, World Wildlife Fund, etc.) sup
ported NAFTA and used their influ
ence and lobbying presence in Wash
ington to proclaim that "American en
vironmentalists" as a whole supported
NAFTA. Meanwhile there was strong
opposition from the environmental jus
tice movement, many grassroots con
servation groups, and large national
groups such as the Sierra Club. Given
the widespread opposition to NAFTA from
labor and other social justice groups, the proNAFTA environmentalists lost a valuable op
portunity to broaden environmental politics
and form new coalitions.
The final chapters of the book consider
issues of environmental racism in rural natu
ral resource conflicts. In "Racism and Re
source Colonialization," A1 Geddicks surveys
recent struggles over mining involving the
Ojibway tribe in Wisconsin. Geddicks exam
ines how the racist, anti-Indian backlash poli
tics of such groups as Stop Treaty Abuse and
Protect American's Rights and Resources has
been combined with a pro-mining position to
attack the treaty rights and sovereignty of the
Ojibway and other tribes in order to clear the
way for mining development.
In total, The Struggle for Democracy provides
an excellent introduction to the range of is
sues raised by the environmental justice
movement, and the ways in which they chal
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lenge traditional notions of environmental
politics. This collection is far from the last
word or definitive statement on the various
environmental movements, and it's doubtful
that any one book could be. It does, however,
provide exciting openings for both further
study and, perhaps more importantly, future
political action as environmentalism attempts
to find alternatives to the predictable rhetoric
and polarized stalemates that have come to
typify environmental politics in the U.S. and
beyond.
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Famous Last W ords

Postcard to a Geologist
(From Juneau, Alaska)
by Terry Ryan

You told me once that rocks talk to you.
Today, I suddenly missed you
when I heard the rocks speaking
a language I have not yet learned.
I can tell you that the cliff face was carved
in the pattern and colors o f a young eagle's feathers
where the Sawyer Glacier had scraped through.
That the rims o f the islands in Tracy Arm
were stained rust and green at the watermark.
That in Stephens Passage rocks
worn smooth as ramparts hugged the beach,
or stretched like jagged teeth
along the lip o f the forest.
The rocks speak an ancient, silty tongue,
dense with minerals, history
and the myths we impose.
A tongue— like yours—
I crave to know.
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Camas: People fit Issues of the N orthern Rockies
E V S T / Jeanette Rankin Hall
University o f Montana
Missoula, M T 5 9 8 1 2
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